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FIRST ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT. By C.E. BORCHGREVINK. 
First  pub.  London:  George  Newnes, Ltd., 1901. New ed., with Introduction 
byToreGjelsvik,Montreal:McGill-Queen’sUniversityPress,1980.333p., 
Appendices, index, maps. Hardcover. $49.00. 

At that time  in Canadian history when the ring of the miner’s  pick 
echoed through the gold-filled valleys of the Klondike, ten men at the 
other end of the world were living through a winter on the Antarctic 
continent. They were the first to  do so; the year was 1899. Though the 
name of Scott has become synonymous with the Antarctic, it was Carsten 
E. Borchgrevink, a Norwegian, leading a small expedition flying the 
British flag,  who was the first to experience the inhospitable, desolate, 
yet uncannily beautiful land which  had remained elusive for such a long 
time. 

Ever since Sir James Clark Ross had returned from his eminently 
successful 1840-41 voyage, from bountiful seas and what one of Ross’s 
scientists called “the whitest if not the brightest jewel” in Queen Victo- 
ria’s crown, interest had been growing in the Antarctic. As a member  of 
H.J. Bull’s 1894 expedition in the steam whaler Antarctic, Borchgrevink 
had been one of the seven-man boat party to effect a first landing on the 
Antarctic continent. Returning to England after that epic experience, 
Borchgrevink obtained financial support from Sir George Newnes to lead 
his  own expedition. He departed on 22 August 1898 for that mystical 
land,  in the steam-powered  barque-riggedSouthern  Cross. The Borchgrevink 
expedition received comparatively little publicity in England at the time 
of its preparation and has remained somewhat obscure ever since. There 
is little doubt that there was some indignation at the thought of a polar 
party carrying the British flag and financed by an Englishman, being  led 
by a Norwegian, particularly at a time when plans were being  made for 
the fielding of a large British national expedition (Scott’s Discovery 
expedition). 

The subsequent account of Borchgrevink’s establishment and occu- 
pancy of Camp  Ridley at Cape Adare, Victoria Land through the winter 
of 1899 has been overshadowed ever since by the accounts of the Scott 
and Shackleton expeditions which followed a few years later. While it is 
inconceivable to imagine that Scott did not benefit a great deal from 
Borchgrevink’s report,  no reference is made by Scott to the Southern 
Cross expedition; this is especially surprising in view of the fact that Scott 
had two of Borchgrevink’s men with  him  in 1903. 

First on  the  Antarctic  Continent is a book for the polar historian and for 
every library. It is needed to fill  in the blanks and serve  as the opening 
paragraph in the story of Antarctic exploration through the heroic era. 
The price tag is  stiff but it is nicely bound and printed, and lavishly 
illustrated with photographs representing the first scenes the world saw 
of the “unknown continent” and  its maritime fauna, and of man’s activ- 
ity in a polar environment. 

One must question the extent  and dimension of the scientific program 
and why Borchgrevink did not make a more serious attempt to explore 
inland: was he  in fact so topographically confined to the beach? It is 
obvious that as a leader he  did not realize the great value and importance 
of constant activity during apolar winter that confines all members to the 
shelter of the base hut. Members of the Borchgrevink party grew weary 
of one another through inactivity, and that espritde corps that permeated 
later expeditions was clearly absent. Of course,  the fact that many polar 
expeditions in the early 1900s were essentially naval in structure, with 
the attendant discipline, would account  for much of the contrast. 

The zoologist Hanson died of natural causes, but otherwise the party 
survived the winter in good health. Some spring sledjourneys were made 
along the coast and on 28 January 1900 the Southern  Cross returned to pick 
up the Camp  Ridley party. Prior to heading north, and home, the Southern 
Cross cruised south along the Barrier (terminus of the Ross Ice Shelf) to 
tie up  in the vicinity of the Bay  of Whales (later used by Amundsen), from 
which point a sled journey was made to provide the expedition with a 
farthest southing of 78’58’s (Ross had cruised to 78’12’s). 

Borchgrevink was not a polar traveller in the way that we  may regard 
Amundsen, but neither was Scott. Compared to the  Scott, Shackleton, 
Mawson, and Amundsen expeditions that followed, with their great con- 
tributions in terms of scientific enquiry and the techniques of polartravel, 
Borchgrevink’s expedition could only be termed a polar reconnaissance. 
But Borchgrevink was a pioneer and his accomplishments may today be 
recognized in that light with greater clarity and appreciation. 

For those who are interested in the history of the Antarctic the account 
of man’s first wintering on that unique continent must be an important 
chronicle. McGill-Queen’s University Press are to be congratulated for 

reminding us of an expedition which has never received the recognition 
that was its due. 
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NORTH TO THE HORIZON.  SEARCHING  FOR  PEARY’S  CROCKER 
LAND. By HARRISON J.  HUNT and RUTH HUNT THOMPSON. Camden, 
Maine 04843: Down East Books, 1980. ix + 117 p., 1 map, 13 photos, 
index. Hardcover. US$11.95 plus $1 for shipping. 

This a compact book, of importance in the history of the Arctic. It was 
done by a daughter from the notes and reminiscences of her late father 
who practiced medicine for 56 years, four of them as surgeon of the 
1913-1917 Crocker Land Expedition. The expedition ship departed from 
Brooklyn, New York, on 2 June 1913. Hunt describes the voyage briefly: 
the ship was handled badly and went aground in Labrador and, in getting 
a replacement and transferring cargo, precious time was lost. The plan 
was to base the expedition in the Cape Sabine area of Ellesmere Island, 
but being prevented by ice conditions, they settled on the eastern side of 
Smith Sound at  Etah, Greenland. A relief ship was to call for them in two 
years -three at most - but four years passed before one reached this 
far north. 

There is a chapter on persons and life at  Etah, one on the polar Inuit, 
then a diary 13 October 1913 to 1 June 1914 (at other times Hunt kept 
notes irregularly), then a further chronological account. The epic portion 
is the account of Hunt’s winter trip south to Holsteinborg, some 1500 
American miles, parts of its overland, and practically all of it under 
unusually adverse conditions. The book closes with a brief epilogue. 

The serious reader will familiarize himself  with at least the principal 
earlier account of the same expedition, written by its leader, Donald B. 
MacMillan (1918). It is considerable of a promotion-piece and, even with 
hairbreadth escapes,  accidents, and death, it leaves one with a feeling 
that,  on the whole, trips north are cheery adventures. Other useful 
accounts include MacMillan (1915,  1928) and Green (1928). The best 
short summation is in Laursen (1972). 

But the story is different with Hunt. He had been an outstanding 
athlete, was an idealist and a dreamer, and whenever he focused on any 
goal  he proceeded with dispatch and dogged singlemindedness. At  age 35 
he  went north against the wishes of his father and despite the grief  of  his 
wife. Financially, he could not affored to go. 

Matters went awry from the beginning. Hunt (and others) signed 
aboard on  faith, not having checked the contract which  had not been 
revised as promised; later, they felt that they had been bamboozled. All 
publication rights belonged to MacMillan and materials “of every kind” 
became the property of the American Museum of Natural History. But 
what especially rankled with Hunt was that “the parties of the second 
partindividuallyassumeallpersonalriskspertainingtotheexpedition . . .” 
and “all payment of salary . , . will cease immediately upon  his death or 
complete disability.” In  his posthumous book Hunt comes through  always 
as very strong physically, thoroughly disciplined, a hard worker, and 
liked by whites and Inuit alike. MacMillan,  who  used nicknames for 
other persons, mentioned Hunt rather formally - not as Hal. Just 
possibly, being an M.D. made some difference. They appear to have 
agreed to disagree, but behaved in a correct manner. 

The expedition personnel were new to the north-except for MacMillan 
who had been there before with  his hero, Peary. His status  as leader 
(with perquisites), augmented by  his previous experience, were exploited 
by  him to his advantage. For example, he knew what  was the best 
dog-harness material and got it for his own team. There were recurring 
problems, such as ship’s stores for the staff not being distributed equita- 
bly  but instead being traded  for  furs. This did not set well  with  staff  nor 
local traders Peter Freuchen and Knud Rasmussen. (In due course the 
Danish administration made restrictions regarding who  had permission 
to trade.) Hunt declined to cohabit with Inuit women. His reactions to 
situations seem fair, but he could be critical. For instance, he regarded 
Freuchen and Rasmussen as bad planners when they traveled with  dogs 
in poor condition, with  minimal food, and with women. If  he  himself were 
to go a certain distance, he equated this with so much biscuit, so many 
dead seals for the dogs, and  no impedimenta, so as to get there in briefest 
time. He saw a trip as a job  to be done forthwith - not in the native way 
of  making it a social event. Most of the difficulties among personnel, poor 
planning, matters of questionable or divided leadership, and treatment of 




